Let us, my Lesbia, live and love
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Moderato

[Counter-tenor]

Let us, my Les-bia live and love, nor cast a mo-ment's thought a-

[Tenor]

way, whe-ther a pee-vish world ap-prove, or what they think, or what they say.

Bass

Let us, my Les-bia live and love, nor cast a mo-ment's thought a-

A.

way, whe-ther a pee-vish world ap-prove, or what they think, or what they say.

T.

The sun that sets shall rise a-gain, but when our short lived day is o'er, one long e-ter-nal

B.

The sun that sets shall rise a-gain,
Let us then live and love to-day and kiss the fleet-ing hours a-way, kiss the fleet-ing hours a-way.

kiss the fleet-ing hours a-way, kiss, kiss, kiss, kiss, love to live and live to love and

kiss the fleet-ing hours a-way, love to live and live to love and kiss the fleet-ing hours a-way,